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Femtosecond laser-induced periodic surface structures featured by a mask-free and one-step procedure provide a
new fascinating prospect for the high precision manufacture applicable to diverse materials, but still face
challenges in both the fabrication efficiency and the structure quality. Here, a homogenous large-area nano
lithography is implemented on molybdenum surface, through using cylindrical focusing of double temporally
delayed blue femtosecond lasers with orthogonal polarizations. The achieved grating structures present some
unique features including the ablated narrow groove width of 100 nm, the small period of 245 nm, the smooth
ridge profiles, and especially the uniform distribution in a mm-scaled range without bending, spitting and
interruption. The calculated structure orientation angle shows an unprecedentedly minimum dispersion value of
5◦ , indicting a significant improvement on the structure uniformity compared with the observations of the singlebeam femtosecond laser irradiation. The simulation results reveal that the transient spatiotemporal correlations
between the localized electromagnetic field distributions from the double orthogonally polarized laser pulses
constitutes a positive feedback mechanism to regularize the growth of the surface structures. A macro-sized
surface pattern of such uniform structures displays good monochromatic colors and excellent broadband anti
reflection performances. This efficient laser nanolithography facilitates the applications in the fields of
nanooptics.

1. Introduction
Micro or nanostructuring of solids is of significant interest because of
its capability in modifying the physicochemical properties of the mate
rials and expanding their scope of applications [1–3]. Although there
exist many lithography techniques based on the photo, ion or electron
beams, the fabrication of micro or nanostructures often suffers from
either severe conditions or a low throughput [4–6]. Recently, an alter
native convenient approach featured by a simple mask-free procedure, i.
e., the so-called femtosecond laser-induced periodic surface structures
(fs-LIPSS), has been proved effectively for the high precision manufac
ture on a variety of materials [1,2,7–10], in which the structure period
(Λ) can be shrunk into the near-wavelength (λ > Λ > λ/2) or even deepsubwavelength (Λ < λ/2) scale. Although the comprehensive under
standing of the formation mechanisms is still under debate [11–12],
their potential applications have already been reported in wide areas

such as surface colorization [13], modification of surface wetting and
tribology properties [14,15], enhancing light harvesting [16],
improving biocompatibility [17], and engineering optical birefringence
[18].
Currently, there are two main obstacles in the development of fsLIPSS technology: the low efficiency for a large area of production and
the irregular spatial alignment of the structures especially for the deep
sub-micrometer period. The former is usually caused by the tight
focusing of the laser beam through either the objective lens or spherical
optical elements, thus leading to time consumption of about 105 min for
structuring a surface area of 1 cm2; whereas the latter is often disturbed
by the bending, forking and splitting phenomena, which presents a great
challenge for surface photonic device applications. To solve the first
problem, S. Das, et.al demonstrated to exploit the line focus of a cylin
drical lens for extended-area structuring, however the available nano
structures still remained quasi-periodic [19]. The morphological
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regularity of fs-LIPSS is highly sensitive to both the material properties
and the laser irradiation parameters. Some previous investigations
demonstrated that the hard metals of W, Mo, Ti, Ni and steel are more
suitable to generate the highly regular LIPSSs than the soft metals of Au,
Ag, Cu and Al, due to their significant differences in the physical prop
erties, i.e., the electron–phonon coupling coefficient, the hot electron
diffusion and the melting point [20–22]. Through using either highrepetition-rate infrared femtosecond lasers (MHz, >1μm) or vacuum
conditions, some authors reported to improve the spatial quality of the
surface structure formation on thin metal films based on different
involved mechanisms and processes such as the scanning strategy [23],
the short decay length of the excited surface electromagnetic waves
[24], the laser-induced oxidation [25] and the avoidance of oxidation
and thermal disturbance of air plasma [26]. For the surface of bulk
materials, the previous studies manifested that the structure formation
can be effectively manipulated by the incident temporally shaped
femtosecond laser pulses via transient dynamic processes [27–28]. In
spite of these observations, femtosecond laser high-efficiency-andquality nanostructuring of the hard metal surface, as reported here,
has previously been rarely reported.
In this paper, we introduce an effective method to fabricate the largearea uniform nanostructures on hard metal of molybdenum surfaces, by
cylindrical focusing of double temporally delayed blue femtosecond
lasers (400 nm, 1 kHz) with orthogonal linear polarizations. At the
proper ratios of the energy fluence between double laser beams, a largearea formation of the regular grating structures can be achieved, with
the remarkably decreased period of about 245 nm. The uniform align
ment of the surface structures was characterized by the dispersion in the
structure orientation angles. The simulation of the near-field intensity

distributions for the orthogonally polarized laser irradiations provides
deep insights into the formation mechanisms. Further optical measure
ments demonstrate that such structures possess good monochromatic
colors in the short-wavelength visible lights and excellent broadband
antireflection performances in the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm.
2. Experimental
Fig. 1 schematically depicts an experimental setup for femtosecond
laser irradiation based homogenously large-area nanoscale lithography
on the metal surfaces. The employed light irradiation was a blue-colored
femtosecond laser beam at the central wavelength of λ = 400 nm, which
was achieved by frequency doubling of the incident infrared laser (λ =
800 nm) output from a Ti: sapphire amplifier (HP-Spitfire 50, Spectra
Physics) via a beta-barium-borate (BBO) crystal. The repetition rate of
the laser pulse trains was fixed at 1 kHz, with the pulse time duration of
τ = 40 fs and the maximum energy of Emax = 7 mJ. A spectral band-pass
filter was placed after the BBO crystal to block the infrared laser com
ponents. The laser energy can be conveniently controlled by a combi
nation of a half-wave plate with a Glan-Taylor prism. After that, through
using an optical birefringent crystal of Yttrium vanadate (YVO4), a
single beam of blue femtosecond laser was split into double ones of
orthogonal linear polarizations. Given by the birefringence effect for a
1.6 mm thick YVO4 crystal, the two blue femtosecond laser beams were
allowed to spatially propagate in a collinear way but with a temporal
delay of 1.5 ps [29]. A ratio of energy (or fluence) between double laser
beams can be varied via rotating an azimuth angle (α) of the crystal with
respect to the polarization direction of the incident single-beam blue
femtosecond laser. To improve the laser nanofabrication efficiency, we

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch map of the experimental setup for the homogenous nanolithography on metal surfaces using temporally delayed blue femtosecond lasers, where
double laser beams are generated via a birefringent crystal of YVO4, and their orthogonal linear polarizations are represented by E1 and E2, respectively. (b) Measured
line-shaped intensity distribution of the defocused spot on the sample surface and its cross-section profiles along y and x axises, respectively. Black: experimental
data. Red: Gauss fitting.
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adopted a cylindrical lens (with a focal length f = 50 mm) to give only
one-dimensional confinement for the incident circular laser beam. Such
cylindrically focused laser beam hitted the sample surface at normal
incidence, which was placed at the position of 100 μm away before the
focus for avoiding the air ionization disturbance. The measured intensity
distribution of the laser beam spot on the sample using a WinCamD
(LCM, DataRay) presents a line-shape with the narrowly confined
dimension of approximately 25 μm and the broad unconfined dimension
of approximately 7 mm at 1/e2 of the peak intensity, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). This is in sharp contrast to the spherical focusing of
the laser beam (usually down to ~ 10 μm in all dimensions) via an
objective lens.
The sample material for the experiment is a mechanically polished
Mo plate with a high purity (>99.98%), which is mounted on a com
puter controlled X-Y-Z stage (XMS-100, Newport) for the translations.
Refractory metal of Mo characterized by the high elasticity modulus,
low thermal expansion and high electrical conductivity, has wide ap
plications in solar cells, microelectronics, optical elements in space,
fusion reactors and gas-dynamic laser, and etc. Moreover, Mo is a
preferentially selective material for producing the highly regular surface
nanostructures owing to the large electron–phonon coupling coefficient,
the small electron diffusion and the high melting point [20–22]. Nano
structuring of Mo will certainly improve the performance for the

practical applications [30–33]. Under the fixed irradiation of femto
second laser pulses, the sample was scanned at a velocity of v = 0.01
mm/s, resulting in 2500 pulses partially overlapped within each laser
spot area. The calculation of the laser energy fluence on the sample
surface was based on a formula of F = 8E0 /(πϕ1 ϕ2 )[34], with E0 being
the pulse energy, ϕ1 and ϕ2 being the confined and unconfined beam
dimensions, respectively. Before and after the experiments, the sample
was ultrasonically cleaned in acetone solution for an hour. The surface
morphologies were characterized by a scanning electron microscope
(SEM, HITACI, S-4800).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural morphology and characterization
In the experiment, the formation of structures on Mo surfaces was at
first investigated under irradiation of the single-beam blue femtosecond
laser pulses. In this case, the azimuth angle of the birefringent crystal
was given as α = 0◦ , thus making the blue femtosecond laser not separate
into double parts even passing through the YVO4 crystal. Accordingly,
the laser-induced surface morphology is shown by SEM images in Fig. 2,
where the semi-periodic grating-like structures, with orientation
perpendicular to the direction of the laser polarization, are evidenced to

Fig. 2. Characterization of surface morphology on Mo material induced by the single-beam blue femtosecond laser irradiation at the energy fluence of F = 0.178 J/
cm2. (a) SEM images of the laser-induced surface structures, where E represents the direction of the incident laser polarization. (b) 2D-FFT image of the induced
surface structures. (c) Retrieved distribution of the frequency components along the long white dot line in (b). (d) Calculated curve of the structure orientation angle
distribution.
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consist of bending, splitting and interruption defects, very similar to
many previous observations on other material surfaces[7–8]. From the
corresponding high resolution picture, we can interestingly find that
both the width and spatial period of the ablative grooves were decreased
to about w = 60 nm and Λ = 220 nm, respectively, much smaller the
traditional results induced by infrared femtosecond laser pulses
[15,23–24]. Fig. 2(b) illustrates a spatial frequency image of the struc
tures obtained by two-dimensional Fast Fourier transformation (2DFFT) method, where the calculated largely dispersive spots indicate the
pronounced uncertainty of the structure alignments in the spatial
domain. Especially, when the data along the chain of spots (the middle
white dot line) were retrieved, as plotted in Fig. 2(c), we can find some
main frequency peaks appearing on the noisy background. The
measured interval of approximately f = 4.52 μm− 1 between the adjacent
main peaks corresponds to the reciprocal spatial period of 220 nm, in
consistent with the measurement from the SEM image. According to the
Ref [24], a dispersion value in the structure orientation angle (DSOA),
δθ, which is defined as a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for a
curve of the structure orientation angle distribution, can be used to
quantitatively characterize the spatial alignment regularity of the
structures. The calculation result of δθ = 14◦ in Fig. 2(d) indicates the
inferior structure quality induced by the single beam of femtosecond
laser pulses.

By clockwise rotating the azimuth angle of the birefringent crystal to

α = 30◦ , we obtained the collinear propagation of double temporally

delayed blue femtosecond lasers that are linearly polarized in orthog
onal directions, and the available surface structures are shown in Fig. 3
(a), wherein the laser beam E1 arrives at the sample surface temporally
ahead of the laser beam E2, associated with the energy fluence ratio of
F1:F2 = 3:1. Clearly, much different from the situations of the single laser
beam irradiation, in this case the laser-induced surface structures were
observed to have a dramatic improvement in the spatial alignment, i.e.,
the ablated groove arrays are well organized within the near whole lineshaped beam spot length of 7 mm, without commonly observed defects
such as bending and interruption. Moreover, orientation of such periodic
surface structures is perpendicular to the polarization direction of the
large-fluenced laser beam E1. In particular, its high resolution image
revealed that the grating ridges exhibit the unprecedentedly straight and
smooth profiles without wavy and splitting. The surface structures were
measured to have the spatial period of approximately Λ = 245 nm,
associated with the groove width of as narrow as w = 100 nm. Because
the grating ridges possess the characteristic width of only about 145 nm,
they are considered to some extent as the periodic arrays of metal
nanowires.
Similarly, the spatial frequency image of the surface structures can
be obtained through 2D-FFT method, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Compared

Fig. 3. Characterization of the homogenous 1D periodic grating structures on Mo surface induced by two temporally delayed blue femtosecond laser pulses with
orthogonal polarizations, where the total incident laser fluence is F = 0.178 J/cm2 with the energy fluence ratio of F1: F2 = 3:1 between double laser. (a) SEM images
of the laser-induced uniformly periodic surface structures. (b) 2D-FFT image of the induced surface structures. (c) Retrieved distribution of the frequency components
along the long white dot line in (b). (d) Calculated curve of the structure orientation angle distribution.
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with the results of the single-beam femtosecond laser irradiation, here
the calculated feature size of frequency spots become much shrunk to
exhibit the clear and discrete patterns rather than the galaxy connec
tions. The retrieved data on the spot chain are shown in Fig. 3(c), in
which the appearing narrow frequency peaks with the negligible noisy
background implies the excellent uniformity of the structure alignment.
The measured interval of f = 3.96 μm− 1 between the two adjacent fre
quency spots suggests the reciprocal spatial period of 252 nm, in
accordance with the measurement from the SEM image. Moreover, the
calculated DSOA value of such surface structures, as shown in Fig. 3(e),
is seen to reduce from δθ = 14◦ for the case of single laser beam irra
diation to δθ = 6◦ , indicating the significant improvement in the align
ment regularity of the structures. To the best of our knowledge, the
formation of such large-area uniform ablative gratings especially with
the nanoscale period is unprecedented for the laser-induced surface
structures.
As a matter of fact, such homogenously distributed nanograting
structures can also be achieved with varying the experimental condi
tions. For example, Fig. 4 shows available results as the azimuth angle of
the birefringent crystal rotated to α = 60◦ , which corresponds to the
energy fluence ratio of F1:F2 = 1:3 between double femtosecond laser
beams. In this case, although the laser-induced surface structures still
present the uniform grating patterns, their spatial orientation becomes
perpendicular to the direction of the linear polarization of the delayed

incident laser beam E2 with the relatively large energy fluence. Likewise
the observations in Fig. 3(a), the highly regular distribution of the pe
riodic grating structures can also take place in a mm-scaled range. From
its high resolution picture, we can find that the measured spatial period
of the structures is about Λ = 240 nm, associated with the groove width
of about w = 80 nm. Furthermore, this kind of structural uniformity can
be confirmed by the corresponding 2D-FFT analyses, as shown in Fig. 4
(b)-(d). Compared with the situations of α = 30◦ , the calculated discrete
clear frequency spots turn to line up in another direction, indicating the
spatial orientation of the surface structure becomes different. The
measured frequency interval of f = 4.07 μm− 1 suggests the average
period of about 245 nm, which agrees with the measurement in the
spatial domain. On the other hand, the calculation of DSOA value was
decreased to δθ = 5◦ , indicating the remarkable homogeneity in the
spatial alignment of the structures.
3.2. Physical origins of the homogenous structure formation
According to the previous studies[11–12], the laser-induced grating
surface structures are originated from the optical interference of the
laser field with the excited surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), as shown
in Fig. 5(a), which first leads to the periodic deposition of the laser en
ergy and the subsequent selective removal of the material. In practice,
the grating surface structures is formed by the multi-pulse exposure.

Fig. 4. Characterization of the homogenous 1D periodic grating structures on Mo surface induced by two temporally delayed blue femtosecond laser pulses with
orthogonal polarizations, where the total incident laser fluence is F = 0.178 J/cm2 with the energy fluence ratio of F1: F2 = 1:3 between double laser. (a) SEM image
of the laser-induced uniformly periodic surface structure; (b) 2D-FFT image of the induced surface structures; (c) Retrieved distribution of the frequency components
along the long white dot line in (b); (d) Calculated curve of the structure orientation angle distribution.
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the physical processes for
the periodic structure formation upon femto
second laser irradiation at the wavelength of 400
nm. (a) Simulated SPP-based intensity fringes on
the surface of Mo sample for the incident singlebeam femtosecond laser. (b) A simplified struc
ture model for the investigation of the physics for
the incident double lasers with orthogonal po
larizations, i.e., both the transverse magnetic
(TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarized lights,
where Λ, d and w denote the period, depth and
width of the V-shaped grooves, respectively. (c)
AFM image of the laser-induced regular surface
structures. (d) Measured cross-section curves
along the blue line in (c). (e) Simulated spatial
distributions of the electromagnetic field distri
bution on the V-shaped grooves with different
parameters, especially when the incident light is
TM polarized. The inset curves present the field
distribution profiles on the transverse plane of
the groove surface. (f) Simulations for the peri
odic structures very similar to (e), except for the
incident TE polarized light.

Based on the feedback mechanisms, the laser-exposed surface
morphology begins to evolve from random nanostructures into nascent
periodic patterns, finally resulting in the well-aligned groove structures
[1,35–36]. During these processes, the grating-assisted coupling be
tween the laser and the excited SPPs gradually converts from a nonresonant mode into a resonant mode with the evolution of the surface
morphology, which inevitably results in the local near-field enhance
ment on the grating ridges. This can be the basic reason for the
commonly observed wavy structure appearances, especially at either the
lower scanning velocities (i.e. the larger overlapped pulse numbers) or
the higher incident laser fluences.
In order to have deep insights into the splitting phenomenon of the

grating ridges in Fig. 2, we simulated the near-field intensity distribu
tions on the nascent grating structures upon the single-beam femto
second laser irradiation using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method. During the simulations, the nascent grating structures were
simplified into the periodic V-shaped grooves that are characterized by
three structural parameters: the width of w, the period of Λ, and the
depth of d, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). According to the experiments, the
structure period was fixed as Λ = 240 nm. The permittivity of Mo target
at the laser wavelength of λ = 400 nm is assumed as ε = − 1.64 +i1 by
considering the modified surface properties of the material due to the
multi-pulse exposure. In this case, the incident laser light on the periodic
grooves is transversely polarized (TM). For reasonably setting the
6
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groove depth during the simulations, an AFM image of the laser-induced
surface structures was measured with the cross-section profile along the
direction perpendicular to the structure orientation (marked by the blue
line), as shown in Fig. 5(c)-(d). It is seen that the ablated depth of the
grooves approximates 60 nm.
Fig. 5(e) shows the evolution of the time-averaged Poynting vector of
the electromagnetic (EM) field distribution on the V-shaped structures
with different structure parameters, and the excitation of SPPs is seen
clearly on the top surface of the structures, which can help to carry the
EM field into the grooves. The inset curves illustrate the retrieved dis
tribution profiles of EM field intensity on the transverse plane of the
groove surface within one periodic unit. When the periodic grooves are
given by the narrow width of w = 20 nm and the shallow depth of d = 15
nm, the simulated intensity of EM field is found to significantly enhance
within the grooves, which consequently makes the groove further ab
lated in both the depth and width. For the periodic grooves with the
moderate width and depth of w = 40 nm and d = 30 nm, the simulation
of EM field enhancement simultaneously emerges at both the bottom
and ridges of the grooves, which not only further enlarges the original
grooves but also feasibly ablate traces on the grating ridges.
When the groove parameters continuously increase to w = 80 nm and
d = 60 nm, the observation of EM field intensity seems to be more
strengthened on the grating ridges while weakened within the grooves.
Such a field distribution unavoidably results in the serious splitting of
the grating ridges while almost maintaining the groove width and depth.
In other words, our simulation results discover that the laser-induced
surface structures have the maximum depth and width. Once these
maxima reached, the subsequent laser irradiations incline to produce the
splitting on the grating ridges. This is probably why the similar phe
nomenon was always observed in many previous reports [35–36].
Conclusively, during the multi-pulse exposure processes of the singlebeam femtosecond laser irradiation, the resultant enhanced near-field
laser intensity on the grating ridges is primarily responsible for the
ridge splitting observations, which consequently deteriorates the spatial
alignment regularity of the structures. Therefore, how to effectively
avoid the ridge splitting effect is in fact crucial for the homogenous
formation of the subwavelength grating structures.
When double temporally delayed femtosecond laser pulses, which
possess the energy fluence ratio of approximately 3:1 or 1:3 with
orthogonal linear polarizations, are employed for irradiation, a primary
birthing of the periodic structures on the surface is predominated by the
action of the laser pulse with relatively large energy fluence due to the
higher SPP excitation. When the succeeding pulse pairs with different
linear polarizations are incident on the nascent grating surface, the laser
pulse with relatively large energy fluence is regarded to have the TM
polarization while the laser pulse with relatively small energy fluence
having the TE polarization. According to the aforementioned simula
tions for the single-beam laser irradiation, the incident TM-polarized
laser pulse is devoted to continuous making the groove depth and
width enlarge at the early stage of the structure development. Whereas
for the case of incident TE-polarized laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 5(f), its
excitation of SPPs is not allowed due to the lack of transverse electric
fields [37], leading to no more deposition of laser energy into the
nascent grooves but only field distribution within the optical penetra
tion layer of the structure surface. The inset curves illustrate the
retrieved EM field distribution profiles on the transverse plane of the
groove surface within one periodic unit. Furthermore, because the
incident TE-polarized light can establish the surface currents on the
metal surface, more concentrations of the EM field are doomed to occur
around two edges of each groove due to the air gap discontinuity [37].
With gradual increase of the groove depth and width, such local field
intensity enhancement will become enlarged, which can be evidenced in
inset picture of Fig. 5 (f), much different from the observations upon
irradiation of the TM polarized laser.
Since the temporal delay (Δt = 1.5 ps) between the TM and TE
polarized laser pulses is shorter than the relaxation time (~10 ps) of

electron-lattice coupling, their dynamic processes of the energy depo
sition on the structures are transiently correlated in spatiotemporal
domains. According to the previous studies, the incident double
temporally delayed femtosecond laser pulses can promote the ablation
efficiency of metallic materials via enhancing the laser energy coupling
into the electron subsystem [38]. Therefore, the morphology evolution
of the nascent grating structures is determined by the spatially energy
depositions of both TE and TM polarized pulses and their correlation
effects. In specific, at the early stage of the structure development with
the smaller groove width and depth, the physical contributions of the
TE-polarized laser pulse to the structure morphology can be negligible
due to its insignificiant groove-edge-preference energy deposition.
However, at the later stage of the structure development with the larger
groove width and depth, the ridge-center-preference energy deposition
of the TM light can be balanced by the groove-edge-preference energy
deposition of the TE light, which finally results in a homogenous energy
deposition on the structure surface. This fact not only makes the ridge
splitting effectively suppressed but also allows the surface of grating
structures more smooth. As a result, the positive feedbacks are consti
tuted to regulate the growth of the nascent grating structures with multipulse exposures, thus finally leading to a long-range distribution of the
regular structures.
3.3. Dynamic window of the structure formation
Moreover, we also carried out a lot of experiments with variable laser
parameters to investigate the formation of the homogenous nanograting
structures. It was found that the required scanning speeds were within a
narrow range of v = 0.01–0.02 mm/s and the proper change for the
defocusing distance of the sample surface can be s = 50 ~ 150 μm. With
the selected parameters of v = 0.01 mm/s and s = 100 μm, we experi
mentally obtained the dynamic window conditions for the regular
nanograting structure formation in terms of the totally incident laser
fluence and the energy fluence ratio between double pulses (the first one
to the second one), as illustrated in Fig. 6. Clearly, the formation of the
homogenous nanograting structures is mainly concentrated within two
dynamic ranges: one is featured by the laser fluence ratios of about 1:3
< F1: F2 < 1:2; the other is by about 2:1 < F1: F2 < 3:1. The suitable
energy fluence ratio values seem to depend on the totally incident laser
fluence. The lower the total incident laser fluence, the larger the suitable
ratio range becomes. Otherwise, either the irregular 1D grating struc
tures or 2D periodic structures can be observed on the sample surfaces

Fig. 6. Experimentally obtained a dynamic window for the homogenous
nanolithography on Mo surface, in terms of the total incident laser fluence and
the fluence ratio between double lasers, where the inset SEM images show the
surface nanostructures with the regular and irregular profile, which are marked
by the symbols of “//” and “×”, respectively. The scanning speed and the
defocal distance are fixed at v = 0.01 mm/s and s = 100 μm, respectively.
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[39–40].

normal incidence using a spectrometer (Ideaoptics, ARMS), respectively,
as shown in Fig. 7(e). In comparison with the polished surface, the
reflectivity of the structured surface demonstrates a remarkable overall
drop, i.e., down to approximately 30% in the whole wavelength of
400–1000 nm for the unpolarized light, below 15 % in the wavelength
range of 530–1000 nm and even below 10 % in the specific wavelength
range of 615–735 nm for the TM-polarized light incidence with polari
zation perpendicular to the structure orientation. From these results, the
excellent broadband antireflection performances are observed for both
the unpolarized light and TM-polarized light, with the reflectance
decrease by approximately 25% and 40%, respectively. Apart from the
color display and antireflection applications, such nanostructured Mo
surface can provide numerous other potential applications such as
wetting modification [41], antifriction [33], antibacterial [42], and
photoelectron/thermal emission enhancement [43–44].

3.4. Color display and antireflection applications of the metal nanograting
structures
To investigate the optical diffraction properties of such nanoscaled
periodic grating structures on the metal surface, we fabricated such
uniform nanograting structures into a macro-pattern of “N”-shape (with
the geometric dimensions of 8 mm × 5 mm). The used experimental
parameters were given by: the total laser fluence of F = 0.178 J/cm2, the
energy fluence ratio of F1: F2 = 1:3, the scanning speed of v = 0.01 mm/
s, and the defocal distance of s = 100 μm. Thereafter, we preformed the
optical diffraction of the structured patterns by placing the sample on an
angular index plate, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a), where a white light source
with a broad wavelength range of 400 ~ 700 nm was employed for near
grazing incidence, and the diffraction signals were monitored by a fiber
spectrometer. The observation (or diffraction) angle, Δϕ, describes the
position of the detector with respect to the 0th order reflection light.
Because the grating period is deeply less than the visible light wave
lengths, here only the 1st order diffraction light of the shorter wave
lengths can be observed at large angles. The measured spectra at three
diffraction angles of Δϕ = 160◦ , 150◦ , 140◦ are shown in Fig. 7(b),
whose narrow peaks with a full-width-at-half-maximum value of
approximately 20 nm indicate the high monochromaticity of the color
display. The measured wavelengths of three diffraction peaks are illus
trated by the black dots in Fig. 7(c). The calculation of the structure
periods based on the diffraction theory is shown by the blue squares in
Fig. 7(c), close to the experimental measurement of Λ = 240 nm. Fig. 7
(d) are the color displays of the structured surface captured by a digital
camera at different observation angles, showing almost solid blue and
cyan, respectively. Such vivid blue colors displayed by the metal struc
tures have been unseen in literatures, which promises potential appli
cations in both information displaying and ultraviolet spectroscopy.
The optical reflectivity of the structured surface was experimentally
measured for both the unpolarized and the TM-polarized lights at

4. Conclusions
We demonstrated an effective method for fabricating the periodic
nanograting structures with large-area uniformity on hard metal sur
faces, when combined the line focus of the cylindrical lens with the
incident double temporally delayed blue femtosecond lasers of orthog
onal polarizations. For the energy fluence ratio of R = 3:1 or 1:3 between
double laser beams, the nanoscale grating structures were evidenced to
uniformly distribute in a millimeter range without bending, splitting and
interruption phenomena, which is in sharp contrast to the observations
of the single-beam femtosecond laser irradiation. The measured spatial
period of the surface structures was about 245 nm, with the narrow
ablated groove width of about 100 nm. The unprecedentedly uniform
alignment of the structures was identified by both the minimum DOSAs
value of 5◦ and the clear discrete frequency spots in Fourier domain,
respectively.
The formation mechanism of the laser-induced uniform surface
structures was analyzed by FDTD simulations, and the correlation effect
between the localized energy depositions on the nascent structure

Fig. 7. Optical characterizations of the “N”-patterned metal surface consisting of the regular nanograting structures. (a) Schematic diagram of the measurement
setup for optical diffraction; (b) Measured 1th order diffraction spectra at three different observation angles (Δϕ). (c) Measured diffraction peak wavelengths and
calculated grating periods with varying the observation angles. (d) Structure colors of the patterned metal surface when viewed at different observation angles. (e)
Measured reflectivity spectra for the unpolarized and TM-polarized lights at normal incidence. Black: polished surface. Red: structured surface for unpolarized light.
Blue: structured surface for TM-polarized light.
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surface from the double orthogonally polarized laser pulses was found to
play an important role. In addition, the optimized laser parameters such
as the scanning speed, the defocus distance, the total laser fluence and
the fluence ratio was successfully established. In the optical measure
ments, the achieved large-area pattern of such structures displayed good
monochromaticity of the structural colors for the short-wavelength
visible lights and excellent broadband antireflection performances in
the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm. It is believed that our in
vestigations will benefit the generation of high efficiency and high
quality nanoscale structures on the materials, which has potential ap
plications in the surface photonic devices.
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